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ADOPTION OF THE FIRST REPORT OF THE GENERAL COMMITTEE TO THE HEALTH
ASSEMBLY (Document A8/IO)
At the request of the CHAIRMAN,, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL read the report

(document A8/10),
Sir Areot MJDALIAR (India) asked that the decision regarding the procedure for
technical discussions should be reconsidered.

In informal talks with other delegates

particularly interested? he had found the general feeling to be that one full
morning's discussion would be more profitable than several short meetings where the
discusaicii would tend tc bzocL

before any final conclusions could be reached. He

would accordingly like to propose a change on those lines in the tine-bEble agreed
upon the previous day»
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL drew attention to Rule 62 of the Assembly's Rules of Procedure, which stipulated that, when a proposal had been adopted or rejected, it might
not be reconsidered at the same session unless the Health Assembly, by a two-thirds
majority of the Members present and voting, so decided,
The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the motion to reconsider the question.
The motion was adopted by 7 votes, in favc.tr- 3 against, and 1 abstention.
The necessary two-thirds majority having been obtained, the CHAIRMAN declared
the question reopened for consideration,
Sir Arcot MJDALIAR (India) then formally proposed that the morning of Wednesday,
/

18 May, from 8,30 а*т, to 1 p,m,, should be devoted to the technical discussions, with
a final meeting as already approved on Saturday, 21 May, from 8.30 a.m. to 10 a.m.
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Dr MARTINEZ BAEZ (Mexico), Chairman of the Technical Discussions, expressed his
willingness to abide by any decision the General Committee might take in the natter.
There would be a distinct advantage, however, in having at least two meetings for the
discussions, since there might be a question of setting up a working party to consider
a particular aspect of the subject, and a subsequent meeting would thus be needed to
receive the report,
Dr EVANG (Norway), while fully sympathizing with the idea underlying the requested
change, wondered whether the agreed procedure might not first be given a trial and,
in the event of its proving unsatisfactory, the matter might then be reconsidered»
Dr JAFAR (Pakistan) was in favour of the revised tiae-^Vle proposed but wished
to be assured that the change would not be contrary to any previous decision requiring
that technical discussions at the Health Assembly should not interfere with the
Assembly's working time.
Dr MAYO (United States of America) understood that attendance at the technical
discussions was purely voluntary and accordingly felt that the procedure already
approved would be appropriate for a start.
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said the decision to which Dr. Jafar was referring was contained in resolution EB14»R19 of the Executive Board, The relevant passage stated
that discussions should be limited to a total period not exceeding the equivalent
of two working days and that this time should not be in conflict with other meetings
of the Assembly,
Before the Committee took any decision, however, he felt it his duty to call
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attention to the fact that the Eighth Health Assembly was expected to finish its
work by 28 May, In the circumstances, the General Committee should act with caution
in modifying in ару way the working time available0
Decisiont
(l) The Committee approved Sir Arcot Mudaliar's proposal by
8 votes t-o Л,
(2) It was agreed to amend the first report accordingly, and
to transmit it, as amended, to the Health Assembly!,

The meeting rose at 10.50 a .m»

